AMERICAN DREAM
Fashion, Apparel and Business Organization
21st Annual Spring Fashion Show
4.27.22

2022 Fashion Show Coordinators
Jasmine Brockberg & Sophia Richards

Student Designers
Emma Rood
Haley Huesers
Luke Brennhofer

Bri Noble
Mason Bitz
Yiqi Yuan

Jordan Bullinger
Mya Kommer
Jasmine Brockberg

Models
Alyson Mattsfield
Emma Marsolek
Olivia Henner
Michaela Hol
Hanna Kuhn
Brittney Finseth
Peyton Coombs
Cassie Devillers
Sophie Kochmann
Lydia Fortin
Mia Myer
Tina Swartwood

Angel Whitfield
Sarah Sather
Kylie Gregg
Madison Wood
Erin Smith
Anne Oatman
Abbigail Kubas
Jay Hett
Regina Smith
Morgan Hovde
Jadon Eliason
Elizabeth Lyle

Gabby Sandman
Belle Stevens
Luke Brennhofer
Eldon Murray
Emily Lind
Colin Laffan
Michael Kelly
Jayden Strand
Rahul Menon
Lars Hager
Braeden Neumann

Stores
Leela & Lavender
Olive Street
Proper
Mint and Basil
Kindred People

Carmine and Hayworth
Vintage
Revolver
Gatherings Collective
Drift Clothing Co.

PINK ND State
Evereve
Scheels
NDSU Bookstore
Halberstad’s
2022 FABO Show Committees

Stores and Models
Lauren Hughes
Sophia Richards
Hanna Kuhn
Jonna Feldhege
Jasmine Brockberg

Hair and Make Up
Jonna Feldhege
Jasmine Brockberg

Set Design
Sophia Roll
Jonna Feldhege
Marit Walsh

Hair and Make Up
Jonna Feldhege
Jasmine Brockberg

Public Relations
Sophia Richards
Serena Fraser
Yiqi Yuan

Slideshow and Music
Serena Fraser

Student Designers
Jonna Feldhege
Jasmine Brockberg
Bri Noble
Yiqi Yuan
Marit Walsh
Serena Fraser

ADHM 401 Convention and Meeting Planning Class
Dr. Hyeongjin Jeon
Andrea Kuehl
Amanda Jarrett
Elizabeth Lyle
Marissa Knochenmus
James Sayler
Emmalee Schultz
Teegan Henke

THANK YOU
Department of Apparel, Merchandising, Interior Design and Hospitality Management
College of Human Sciences and Education
Dr. Ann Braaten - ADHM 155 Students
ADHM 401 Convention & Meeting Planning Class
Josef’s School of Hair, Skin and Body
Memorial Union Events Staff
Roy Anderson - Sound and Lights
Photographer - Jered Johnson
Videographer - Brady Kowalzek
White House Co.
Alpha Lit Letters - Fargo
HB Sound & Lights

2022 FABO Officers
President: Jasmine Brockberg
Events Coordinator: Serena Fraser
Vice President: Lauren Hughes
Public Relations: Sophia Richards
Treasurer: Jonna Feldhege
Programs Coordinator: Sophia Roll
Faculty Advisor: Sara Sunderlin